INTRODUCTION
The developments in surgical techniques, methods and perioperative medical care have currently reduced the mortality and morbidity in liver surgery even for major liver resections [1] . Furthermore, the use of computer assisted preoperative planning and intraoperative guidance pushed surgeons to perform more complex and extended liver operations in patients with primary and metastatic malignancies [2, 3] . Computer assisted surgical planning allowed for a better selection of patients, evaluation of operative strategy, appropriate volumetric measurements, identification of anatomical risks, definition of tumour resection margins, and choice of surgical approach in liver oncologic resections and living donor liver transplantations [4, 5] . Nowadays, several computer systems for preoperative liver surgery planning are commercially or freely available for use in daily clinical practice [6, 7] . Although preoperative computer surgical analysis has been widely used in daily clinical practice, intraoperative computer assisted solutions for risk analysis and navigation in liver surgery are not widely available or still under clinical evaluation. An overview of up-to-date intraoperative computer assisted solutions for liver surgery will be discussed.
Computer science technology can efficiently assist modern surgeons during complex liver operations, mainly by providing image guidance with individualized 2D images and 3D models of the various anatomical and pathological structures of interest. Furthermore, additional color-coded or text information can be available intraoperatively for the surgical team and new intraoperative findings can be adapted on the preoperative data. Intraoperative manipulation of computer data and on-site surgical risk analysis are fissile. Finally, real-time simple or sophisticated navigation systems can help the surgeon and his team to find his way through the hepatic "blackbox".
IMAGE-GUIDED LIVER SURGERY

Conventional image guidance
Liver imaging is mandatory for all the aforementioned technologies, with computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans being the most valuable tools, both completely based on computer science technology [8] . In the past, conventional image guidance was performed using plain paper films. Nowadays, it is very simple to transport imaging studies on laptop PCs, tablets or even smartphones using free or commercial medical imaging (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine, DICOM) viewers and utilize medical images for intraoperative guidance (Figure 1 ). Newer portable applications have a variety of tools that permit a whole range of viewing and manipulation of the imaging studies on-site, in the operating theatre [9, 10] . This type of computer assisted intraoperative guidance is based on preoperative unprocessed images and it is the most basic method of image guidance in liver surgery. Oshiro et al [8] developed an interesting touchless display system which allows medical imaging software control via hand gestures in the air. This touchless display permits the surgeon to view the medical images while maintaining a sterile field.
The image guidance from CT and MRI using intraoperative DICOM viewers is the most cost-effective solution for intraoperative computer assisted surgery (CAS). Nevertheless, basic training in using a DICOM viewer is needed and the surgical team must be experienced in liver imaging and familiar with these medical imaging modalities.
Intraoperative ultrasound
Intraoperative ultrasound (IUS) is another valuable tool for intraoperative image guidance. This is also a conventional imaging method that is based completely on computer technology. It can provide dynamic images and real-time intraoperative data. However, it provides 2D images and thus the 3D reconstruction is possible only in the surgeon's mind. IUS is a very useful tool for liver surgery because it helps to recognise new intraoperative findings and the details of the hepatic vascular anatomy and tumour-vessel relationships [11] . Apart from this classic use of the IUS, Torzilli et al [12] described a new technique for the demarcation of the resection area using IUSguided finger compression to accomplish anatomic segmental and subsegmental resections. As laparoscopic liver resections are now more often performed, studies have shown that IUS-guided laparoscopic liver resections can be performed with the same accuracy as open surgery [13, 14] . The use of IUS is very important and useful in oncologic liver surgery but is a highly specialized procedure that needs expertise and special intraoperative instrumentation. Although, it is a relatively low-cost solution for open surgery it has a higher cost in laparoscopic surgery.
3D MODELS
Since the beginning of the CT and MRI imaging technology computer scientists have developed software solutions that can process the 2D medical images and produce more comprehensive 3D images. The classic algorithms for the 3D reconstruction are using direct volume rendering techniques [15] . Direct volume rendering modality is available in commercial or even free software applications. Most of the workstations in radiology departments are now offering this type of 3D surgical analysis. Although, the volume rendering method is suitable for visualizing a 3D representation of the imaging study it is difficult, if not impossible, to virtually manipulate an individual organ like the liver, without affecting neighboring structures. The solution to this problem is the image segmentation which produces individual 3D models that can be manipulated and visualized in countless ways. The surgical analysis through 3D models is easier, consenting rapid liver volumetry and simulation of virtual resections [16] [17] [18] . The segmented 3D models are more suitable for intraoperative image guidance in liver surgery and are now being used for intraoperative image guidance [7, 19] . However, this technique presupposes a special and time-consuming processing of the liver images preoperatively. Modern software solutions and systems have been developed that allow manual, automatic or semiautomatic segmentation of medical liver images with acceptable results [16, [20] [21] [22] . Our team developed the PROMETHEIA system which uses a hybrid semiautomatic segmentation method that allow of a rapid and easy segmentation that can be performed even by a surgeon [7, 23] . The patient-specific 3D models produced using our algorithms proved to be accurate and effectively enhanced the intraoperative medical image guidance. An advantage of PROMETHEIA system is that it can be run on common windows-based computer systems (Figure 2 ). Soler et al [19] in their study underlined the advantages of using personalised 3D liver models for guidance in liver resection surgery. They have also developed a visualisation software which can be run on common computer systems. It should be noted that the intraoperative guidance using 3D models assumes that the liver does not become deformed during surgery. Computer scientists try to develop real time simulation algorithms of deformable liver models and registration techniques [24] [25] [26] . The employment of three-dimensional personalized liver models is one of the most well-balanced solutions for intraoperative CAS. It can be a low-cost solution (free software running on common computer systems is available) which can provide useful information to the surgical team without the need of extra instrumentation. It is presumably an upgraded CAS solution of the conventional image guidance from CT and MRI studies. However, liver imaging segmentation is time-consuming and even when applying automatic algorithms, training is mandatory. 
RESECTION MAPS
Another approach to image guided surgery is the use of resection maps, a simplified system for the visualization of anatomical and pathological structures and the preoperatively planned resection paths ( Figure 3) . The concept is similar to the navigation system of the simple geographic maps during driving or to the context maps in computer games [27] . The preoperative data can be processed through a special cartography system that can help the surgical team to "navigate" during liver surgery by providing guidance and orientation through consecutive identification of structures and landmarks. Lamata et al [27] described such a system which proved to be accurate and increased safety and confidence of the surgeons with easy adoption in laparoscopic approaches. Hansen et al [28] proposed the use of resection maps that can be used of augmented reality (AR) navigation systems. Their maps utilize visual encoding for surfaces, silhouettes, distance etc. However, the usability of these maps correlates with the surgeon's familiarity with this new concept, symbols and point of view. Resections maps are not used in daily clinical practice, but they are a promising alternative approach.
3D PRINTED MODELS
The advances in 3D printing led to the introduction of this technique in surgery. As mentioned above personalised 3D liver models can be efficiently developed using imaging segmentation methods [7] . These 3D models can be 3D printed even at home, with a low cost. However, for accurate and one-to-one size models, professional printers and specialized techniques are required. Zein et al [29] described a protocol for 3D printing of the liver and studied the use of the printed models for preoperative planning and intraoperative assistance in living donor liver transplantation. Their study demonstrated identical anatomical and geometrical landmarks in the 3D printed models and native livers. Xiang et al [30] successfully used 3D printed models in hepatectomy for complex massive hepatocarcinomas with rare variations of portal vein. Kuroda et al [31] published an alternative approach using a simplified 3D model of intrahepatic vessels and tumours without liver parenchyma. They concluded that their approach was sufficient for effective guidance during surgery.
The difference between 3D computer models and 3D printed models is that the first have infinite capabilities of virtual manipulations and simulations without additional cost whereas the later have a more comprehensive geometry and feeling for the surgeon but their development and manipulation is still expensive and time consuming.
AUGMENTED REALITY
Surgical AR is based on the superimpose of preoperative imaging data on intraoperative operating field view using specialized computer-based video casting solutions. AR systems have been used to assist in surgical navigation and improve the precision of hepatectomies. The potentialities of AR in localising tumours, delineating dissection planes and reducing the risk of injury to invisible structures are considerable [32] . Today various solutions have been developed and proposed for open and laparoscopic liver surgery but we are still far from a wide adoption in daily clinical practice. The AR technology uses 3D models of the liver or even text data to enhance the intraoperative surgical field information. Existing methods do not permit for a perfect delineation of the preoperative 3D models to the real operating field view. The main reason is the deformation and displacement of the liver during the surgical procedure. In order to overcome this limitation some authors proposed interactive processes where real and virtual fields are manually superimposed [19, 33, 34] . This technique is the most practical for the daily clinical practice. Automatic methods which deploy point registration systems have also been proposed but more sophisticated systems and procedures are needed [33, 35, 36] . The display type of AR can be an external monitor, a tablet, a head mounted device, google glasses or a direct projection on the patient [32, 37] . In our practice we have used the PROMETHEIA system in conjunction with tablet devices with encouraging results (Figures 1 and 4 ) [18] . Tang et al [38] proposed a hybrid approach for intraoperative CAS using AR and 3D printed models. They concluded that their perception of depth and motion were better than using the AR display system alone.
In the field of AR technology, we can add modalities like the use of intraoperative indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescence imaging or laparoscopic camera video filters that can add information to the real-world operating field [39, 40] . Cheung et al [41] in their study regarding laparoscopic hepatectomies on cirrhotic patients concluded that ICG guidance provided better identification of the bile duct structure and better assessment of the tumor resection margin and perfusion. Terasawa et al [42] described the application of fusion-fluorescence imaging guidance during laparoscopic hepatectomies. Fusion imaging is the real-time visualization of pseudocolorfluorescence signals on white-light colour images. Fusion modality seems to be a reliable navigation in laparoscopic liver surgery.
Even though AR guidance seems very promising and desirable as image guidance modality, there are still problems that prevent its use in daily clinical practice. The main problems are the delineation of the virtual image or data to the real operating filed view and the method of image superimpose.
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
The AR solutions discussed above can be considered as navigation solutions. However, in this paragraph we want to discuss navigation systems which use instrument tracking technology. Navigation systems have been used in neurosurgery and orthopaedic surgery [43, 44] . In liver oncologic surgery the navigation solutions seem to have a reliable implication in interventional liver radiology [45, 46] . In open and laparoscopic liver surgery the navigation systems are based in the combination of preoperative imaging, IUS and tracking systems with sophisticated intraoperative instrumentation ( Figure 5 ) [3, 35, 47] . The most important factors that influence the accuracy of navigation systems are the adjustment of instruments and the process of intraoperative registration of newly found data. This is because the preoperative imaging data have to be spatially related to the image space of the real world coordinate system [48] . Intraoperative navigation systems have been used to aid in localization and targeting of liver lesions, specifically in cases in which anatomy, tumour location or echogenicity limit the usefulness of conventional image guided techniques. Patients that may benefit from the use of navigation systems are those with multiple, bilobar liver metastases or with tumours located in critical areas like the hepatic venous confluence [3] . An important use of navigation systems may be for the identification and treatment of colorectal cancer liver metastases not seen on IUS as described by Kingham et al [49] . In their study they used a 3D image navigation system that helped them in identifying small metastasis not identified on IUS in patients after treatment with chemotherapy.
INTRAOPERATIVE RISK-ANALYSIS
Studies have shown that additional IUS or clinical findings may constrain the surgeon to modify his preoperative plan in approximately 15%-25% of cases [11, 50, 51] . This plan change may be challenging for the achievement of an efficient treatment. Intraoperative computer assisted risk analysis (IRA) can provide the required information and help the surgeon to re-evaluate the resection strategy [52] . For an efficient IRA, complete preoperative computer oncologic liver surgery analysis and intraoperative adaption, thus incorporating additional intraoperative information to the preoperative individual 3D models, are mandatory [18] . Hansen et al [52] used a sophisticated ultrasound-based navigation system which allowed registered computer systems to capture the new data of the IUS. However, accurate registration was difficult due to the different spatial/temporal resolutions and the dissimilarity between ultrasound, CT and MRI. In order to solve this problem, Ritter et al [53] proposed to manually determine the intraoperatively found tumour position and size, on preoperatively 3D liver models. Since most of the intraoperative discovered liver tumours have a diameter of less than 1.5 cm, they can be incorporated manually in 3D liver models as simple spheres. We have implemented this approach in our computer analysis system for liver surgery and test it in clinical practice [18, 23] . Our results showed that the incorporation of newly found tumours was possible, safe and accurate and the intraoperative plan had to be changed in 21% of the cases. With this modality IRA can be used in daily clinical practice as a simple, rapid, reliable and cost-effective approach. Nevertheless, the success of the IRA is closely related to the accuracy of the preoperative computer analysis.
TODAY'S CLINICAL PRACTICE
Most of the previously mentioned intraoperative computer assisted developments face challenges that prevent their application in daily clinical practice. The available technology, informatics, registration methods, special instrumentation etc. need improvement in order to provide accurate and suitable intraoperative integration. If the method overly encumbers the surgeon, it does not represent a practical solution. Computer scientist, engineers and surgeons should be cooperating and guided with practical and feasible solutions for the daily clinical practice.
We should understand that intraoperative CAS has to aim at helping the surgeon to improve the outcome by enhancing his perception of the operating field, allowing for more complex procedures and new treatment strategies. Our experience with the use PROMETHIA system has demonstrated that intraoperative CAS is particularly useful in complex parenchyma-sparing hepatectomies, for intraoperative risk analysis and for the effective treatment of colorectal metastases after neoadjuvant therapy or when they are multiple. In laparoscopic liver surgery, intraoperative computer aid is definitively more important as, apart from a restricted field of view, there is also loss of the fine haptic feedback.
Nowadays, there is a vast variety of studies regarding intraoperative computer assisted liver surgery but there are no clear objective measurements in order to compare them and select the most effective solutions. Although all the studies have had positive results regarding the usefulness of intraoperative CAS, there is no prospective randomized trial that can confirm a clinical benefit for the patient when using a specific intraoperative CAS modality. To our minds, new intraoperative CAS methods should be compared with the conventional image guided modalities and especially with the IUS. However, the parameters to be evaluated are difficult to be set.
CONCLUSION
If we want to be precise on the definition of up-to-date in intraoperative computer assisted liver surgery, we should admit that AR and intraoperative risk analysis are currently state of the art. However, from the point of view of cost effectiveness and practical application, 3D model guidance and intraoperative risk analysis, both based on systems running on common operating systems, remain the most realistic and reliable solutions. 
